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Europe-bound shipping route round the corner

A Chattogram-Europe shipping route via Chennai is set to be launched by the middle of February, adding a new

chapter to the country's sea-borne trade. This will help slash shipping times for Bangladesh-made goods, people

familiar with the development said. Higher lead time is considered a key constraint to conducting foreign trade

smoothly. Officials serving with international shipping firms said this is a great step towards expediting imports

from India, the nation's second-largest trading partner. But they feared that exporters might not show their

interest in the route. A senior executive at the Tradewind Logistics Limited, local agent of Hyderabad-based Vishwa

Samudra Shipment Services Private Limited, told the FE, "Our first vessel is expected to reach by February 15 with

industrial raw materials and other commodities from India." He said the company has already obtained permission

from the Chittagong Port Authority. Vishwa Samudra is an Indian private feeder service company, which will

connect Chittagong with Chennai-based Krishnapatnam Port, popularly known as KPCL. The KPCL wants to promote

the route to grab market shares from the Chattogram-Singapore-Colombo way.
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https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/first-page/europe-bound-shipping-route-round-the-corner-1579970128

Talks with Chinese company underway

The government has started talks with a Chinese company for its potential investment in infrastructure in

Bangladesh. Last year, a team of the company 'China-Pacific Construction Group (CPCG) Holdings' sat with

commerce minister Tipu Munshi in Dhaka. During the meeting, they (Chinese delegates) informed the minister of

their ongoing development activities in different countries and territories. As part of its global business expansion,

the firm is interested to invest in infrastructure sector here. It has taken into consideration the prevailing

investment friendly environment in Bangladesh, a commerce ministry official told the FE last week. Mr Tipu is set

to visit China in the first week of March to discuss an investment proposal with the high-ups of CPCG Holdings in

Bangladesh. A ministry official visited Beijing from January 13-17 as part of a follow-up discussion about the

proposal. He later informed the minister of the Chinese company's business interests in Bangladesh. "I hope to visit

China in March to finalise the matter with the high-ups of CPCG Holdings," Mr Tipu told the FE last week.

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/last-page/talks-with-chinese-company-underway-1579970269
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https://www.dhakatribune.com/business/2020/01/25/rice-prices-on-the-rise

IDLC becomes kitchen market vendors’ white knight

Typically, for businesspeople to get a loan from the formal sector, they have to provide statements from their bank

or NBFI that show transactions amounting to three or four times the value of the loan amount being sought along

with their trade licence. Such documentation and transaction records are not possible for Parvej given the

rudimentary nature of his business. Nevertheless his dreams became a reality as IDLC Finance, a multi-product

NBFI based in Dhaka, handed out loans to small and underprivileged kitchen market businesspeople under its ‘IDLC

Nano-financing for Micro Business’ programme. And, all he had to furnish to get the loan amounting to Tk 1.5 lakh

was his national identity card. The loan will have to be repaid over a six-month tenure. “I got the loan just three

days after submitting my application. I will pay all the instalments on time as another loan will be needed soon to

further widen my business,” Parvej said. 
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Samsung to build Shahjalal int’l airport terminal 3

Samsung Construction & Trading (C&T) Corporation, the construction unit of Samsung Group, has won the project

for building Terminal 3 of Hazrat Shahjalal International Airport in Dhaka. Terminal 3 will be built on the south side

of the airport’s main terminal at an estimated cost of Tk 214 billion, of which the government will provide Tk 50

billion, while the rest will be funded by the Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA). Sumsung yesterday

disclosed the information in a press release . About 20 million passengers will be able to travel through the airport

annually after the completion of Terminal 3 likely by 2023. Samsung C&T Corporation has received a budget of Tk

50 billion ($1.6 Billion) for the project. Samsung C&T Corporation has built an extensive portfolio of construction

achievements through the use of the most advanced techniques and technologies available and capable of building

everything from 

http://www.theindependentbd.com/post/233897

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/idlc-becomes-kitchen-market-vendors-white-knight-1858993

Rice prices on the rise

Prices of all varieties of rice have increased at kitchen markets in the capital, with retailers blaming short supply

and syndication of millers and wholesalers. Retail traders said prices of rice continued to increase due to supply

shortage and price increases by the millers and wholesalers. Visiting kitchen markets in Malibagh, Rampura, and

Shukrabad in the city on Saturday, the price of non-packed rice was found to have gone up by Tk2-10 a kg while

price of packed rice rose by Tk5-10 a kg. The fine variety of Miniket rice (non-packed) was selling at Tk58-62 a kg,

while the coarse variety (non-packed) was selling at Tk50-55 a kg in the retail markets. The packed Miniket rice was

selling at Tk65 a kg, showing an increase of Tk5 a kg. Fine variety of Najirshail (non-packed) was found selling at

Tk60-70 a kg in retail markets, which was Tk53-60 a kg earlier. Standard variety of Najirshail (non-packed) was

selling at Tk55-60, which was previously Tk45-55 a kg.
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https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/stingy-listed-companies-sap-investor-spirit-1858999

Most of the listed companies are keeping the majority of their   profits instead of sharing the spoils with their

shareholders in the form of cash dividends -- in yet another reason for the currently low   confidence in the stock

market. Typically, investors put money in   a stock after analysing the company’s earnings. But their efforts go  in 

vain if the companies become tight-fisted when it comes to cash   dividends. Last year, the stock market regulator

directed the   companies to articulate their reasons for retaining profits rather than   distributing them. But, most

of them are not following the   instruction, in what can be viewed as the diminishing weight of the   Bangladesh

Securities and Exchange Commission. The others are briefly mentioning the reasons in their annual reports --

leaving the investors none the wiser. Of the 359 listed companies, 309 logged in profits in their last financial year.

The   309 companies’ total profits stood at Tk 23,015.41 crore, but 53.85  per  cent was retained by them. This,

arguably, does not look too bad --  and  Grameenphone is to thank for it.

REB's goal goes haywire

The state-run Rural Electrification Board, or REB, has failed to ensure full electricity coverage in the countryside

during the last three years, officials said on Saturday. This has prompted the company to seek another two years to

reach the goal. While a total of 361 upazilas have come under the full electrification network, 100 per cent have

yet to be covered, according to the REB. In January 2017, the government had provided Tk 167.56 billion to the

board under two separate projects for bringing rural Bangladesh under electrification. But the REB has so far

completed less than half of the work under the two projects. The duration of the projects ended in December

2019. A senior board official said they had sought the revision of the projects seeking higher funds and two more

years for completing the job. In the revised proposals, the REB has sought 
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Stingy listed companies sap investor spirit

https://today.thefinancialexpress.com.bd/first-page/rebs-goal-goes-haywire-1579970079

Buyers offer Bangladesh lower RMG prices despite rise in green factories

Global brands and buyers are gradually offering lower prices for readymade garment products to Bangladeshi

factories although the number of green factories has increased considerably in the country in the last few years,

according to the Bangladesh Garment Manufacturers and Exporters Association. The BGMEA on Saturday gave a

presentation at a discussion on ‘RMG Industry: Green Growth’ held at the public relations and media centre of the

trade body at Gulshan in the capital. BGMEA president Rubana Huq said that although the buyers were not giving

additional prices for products, the entrepreneurs were investing additional money to make their units green to

create sustainable businesses.  ‘Green initiative in the Bangladeshi readymade garment sector has grown on its

own and we also need to encourage responsible consumption,’ she said.  Rubana said that there should be a large-

scale project in the RMG sector that would help to address environmental issues so that businesses can go green.

https://www.newagebd.net/article/97674/buyers-offer-bangladesh-lower-rmg-prices-despite-rise-in-green-factories
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Lucas loses its glory 

For about 50 years, Rahimafrooz has been a success story on Bangladesh's industrial landscape – where local

entrepreneurs were few and far between. With sheer determination it rose to peak popularity as a premium

automotive battery manufacturer. Lucas became synonymous with batteries; just as Honda was a synonym for

motorcycles. Almost all cars in Bangladesh ran on Lucas. Not anymore. A shortage of working capital has disrupted

the production of Rahimafrooz batteries. Additionally, consumers are finding it harder to buy Rahimafrooz-made

batteries, under different brand names, as their stocks have depleted.  Its exports have also been affected. One

importer in the Middle-East reported he had placed an order for eight containers of batteries and received only

two. Even local buyers have grown accustomed to waiting a number of days past delivery dates to receive

Rahimafrooz-made batteries.  

https://tbsnews.net/bangladesh/energy/lucas-loses-its-glory-39253

US pushing India to buy $5-6b more farm goods to seal trade deal

The United States wants India to buy at least another $5-6 billion worth of American farm goods if New Delhi wants

to win reinstatement of a key US trade concession and seal a wider pact, four sources familiar with the talks told

Reuters. US President Donald Trump cited trade barriers last year when removing India from its Generalized

System of Preferences (GSP) programme that allowed zero tariffs on $5.6 billion of exports to the United States. In

retaliation, India slapped higher tariffs on more than two dozens US products. Ahead of a Trump visit to New Delhi

to meet Prime Minister Narendra Modi next month, negotiators on both sides are hammering out terms for a trade

deal that would include New Delhi rolling back higher tariffs on some farm goods such as almonds, walnuts and

apples, one of the sources said. Both governments had hoped to work out a limited trade deal last year, but

struggled to reach an agreement. India’s commerce ministry and the US Embassy in New Delhi did not respond to a

request for comment.

https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/us-pushing-india-buy-5-6b-more-farm-goods-seal-trade-deal-1858972
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https://www.thedailystar.net/business/news/india-likely-raise-import-duties-more-50-items-next-week-1858987

India likely to raise import duties on more than 50 items next week

India plans to increase import duties on more than 50 items including electronics, electrical goods, chemicals and

handicrafts, targeting about $56 billion worth of imports from China and elsewhere, officials and industry sources

said. Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman could make the announcement when she presents her annual budget

for 2020/21 on Feb. 1, along with other stimulus measures to revive sagging economic growth, one of the

government officials said. Higher customs duties are likely to hit goods such as mobile phone chargers, industrial

chemicals, lamps, wooden furniture, candles, jewellery and handicraft items, two government sources with direct

knowledge of the matter said. The move could hit smartphone manufacturers that still import chargers or other

components such as vibrator motors and ringers, along with retailers such as giant IKEA that is in the process of

expanding its footprint in India. IKEA had previously flagged higher Indian customs duties as a challenge. 
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Unless otherwise stated, all information contained in this document (the
“Publication”) shall not be reproduced, in whole or in part, without the prior &

specific written permission/consent of Shanta Securities Limited.

Shanta Securities Limited makes its best effort to ensure that the content in the
Publication is accurate and up to date at all times. Shanta Securities Limited
makes no warranty, representation or undertaking whether expressed or implied,
nor does it assume any legal liability, whether direct or indirect, or responsibility
for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information that contain in
the Publication. It is not the intention of the publication to be used or deemed as
recommendation, option or advice for any action(s) that may take place in future.

Currency Buying Selling

USD 84.9 84.9

EUR 94.2 94.2

GBP 111.6 111.6

AUD 58.1 58.1

JPY 0.77 0.77

CAD 64.6 64.6

SEK 8.94 8.94

SGD 62.9 63.0

CNH 12.3 12.3

INR 1.19 1.19

Source: Bangladesh Bank

Exchange Rates Lending Vol.

Highest Lowest Weighted avg. (BDT Crore)

22-Jan-20 5.5 4.00 5.09 2,621

21-Jan-20 5.5 4.00 5.05 3,006

20-Jan-20 5.5 3.60 5.04 3,326

19-Jan-20 5.5 3.50 4.93 3,823

16-Jan-20 5.5 3.25 4.91 4,570

15-Jan-20 5.5 3.25 4.98 5,746

14-Jan-20 5.5 3.25 4.99 7,354

Source: Bangladesh Bank
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